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School-wide day of service for bicentennial

Laughlin visits Rio for
Jesuit conference
BY Jake Hennes and Sam
Ortmann
NEWS EDITOR, CORE STAFF

P

Kyle Catalano in Forest Park on the day of service last Friday.

Steven Zak, Paul Gillam
CORE STAFF, STAFF
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n honor of the bicentennial, the St. Louis U. High
community participated in an
all school day of service. Despite a few small hiccupps, the
day ran very smoothly.
To start off the day, stu-

dents met in homeroom,
where they received a special
bicentennial day of service
shirt and then went to the Si
Commons for an all-school
Mass celebrated by the Rev.
Michael Marchleskwi, S.J. After Mass, a video was played
from the Rev. Arturo Sosa,

Porter wins track
Coach of the Year
Matthew Quinlan
CORE STAFF

E

very successful ship is
headed by a knowledgeable and skillful captain, and
this past Friday, head track
coach Joe Porter was recognized by the Missouri State
High School Athletic Association (MSHSAA) as the track
and field Coach of the Year
for his excellence in coaching.
Porter was presented
with the award by former St.
Louis High basketball coach
and MSHSAA Executive Director Don Maurer, husband
of the previous Assistant to
the Assistant Principal of Student Life Marla Maurer, after
the all-school Mass that preceded the bicentennial day of
service last Friday.
“Mr. Maurer contacted
me and informed me that
Coach Porter had been selected and that the typical process
was to present at some sort
of all-school assembly in the

fall,” said Athletic Director
Chris Muskopf. “I worked
with President Laughlin and
Fr. Gibbons to try to find a
day that made sense where we
had something scheduled and
the service day was the first
option.”
Initially, the Athletic Department was hoping to surprise Porter with the award
at the Mass and had reached
out to his family, as well as
the other track coaches, and
invited them all to the Mass.
This plan was turned on its
belly, though, when a MSHSAA official reached out to
Porter, sending him an information packet concerning his
eligibility for potential future
awards.
During Porter’s career
coaching track, Jr. Bill athletes have broken nine school
records, and won six of seven
MCC titles. Porter also helped
the team win a State Champi-
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S.J., the Superior General of
the Society of Jesus, in which
he offered congratulations to
SLUH on its bicentennial and
commended the students and
faculty for the good that they
were about to do.
The freshman, sophomores, and senior advisors

continued on page 4

continued on page 5

“For never was a story of more woe than
this”: Romeo and Juliet hits the stage
BY Riley McEnery
NEWS EDITOR

S

t. Louis U. High’s Dauphin
Players will be presenting
Romeo and Juliet, a SLUH
English department classic,
this weekend. The first play
of the 2017-18 school year
includes a special acting appearance from English teacher Chuck Hussung, original
music composed by Chorus
Director Addie Akin, and a
unique set of masks made by
members of the art department and head of SLUH Crew,
Scott Schoonover.
The play draws directly
from the Folger edition of Romeo and Juliet, which is taught
to freshmen in the second
semester. In the play, which
takes place in England in the
1300’s, a young Romeo (senior
Sam Pottinger), whose father
Montague (freshman Carter
Fortman) from the elite class,
seeks the heart of Juliet (senior
continued on page 8 Maggie Kuntz), the daughter

News

Drone crashes during picture
After SLUH’s day of service, a
drone crashed into a cell tower
above the football turf but SLUH
junior saves the day. Page 2
Feature

split up by homerooms into
six different groups and were
dispersed throughout Forest Park. The administration
ordered work gloves for students and they were given
glasses if their work required
them. Most groups worked

resident David Laughlin
was in Rio de Janeiro,
Brazil, for the first ever International Congress of Jesuit
Education Delegates, from
Oct. 15-20. This followed in
the footsteps of the International Colloquium for Jesuit
Secondary Education in Boston, Mass. in 2012 and the
International Seminar on
Ignatian Pedagogy and Spirituality in Manresa, Spain in
2014, both of which Laughlin
attended.
The meeting was for
Jesuit Education Delegates,
members of the Jesuits who
work with secondary education in specific provinces,
about what it means to be
a Jesuit school. They met to
discuss the global mission of
the Jesuits, its incorporation
into education, and what that
means for the future.
The conference began
on Sunday with an opening Mass presided over by
Fr. João Renato Eidt, S.J.,
Provincial of Brazil, and a
welcoming address said by

Fr. José Alberto Mesa, S.J.,
Secretary of Secondary and
Pre-Secondary Education.
Afterwards Laughlin took
the stage and gave his speech,
which was then followed by
group discussions about.
On Tuesday, Fr. Vincent Sekhar, S.J., a member
of the Institute of Dialogue
with Cultures and Religions
at Loyola College in Chennai, India gave a speech on
the Jesuit’s need for interreligious dialogue in the face of
increasing globalization and
how to prepare their students
for that. Group discussions
followed again.
On Wednesday the
conference was divided into
five groups and pilgrimages
throughout the city. This
helped them contemplate
the complexity and diversity
in the city, as well the whole
world.
Thursday’s speaker was
Fr. Benny Juliawan, S.J., Secretary of the Social Apostolate and the Coordinator for
the Migrant Network in the
Jesuit Conference of Asia Pa-

Six years after Game 6
David Freese’s name represents
one hit, one series, and one
championship for all St. Louisans. Read how this night will
be remembered by students and
faculty. Page 2.

of Capulet (senior Max Kriegshauser). The two families are
in the midst of a feud, however,
and an intimate relationship
between the star-crossed lovers is forbidden by each house.
The original adaptation
of the play would take three to
four hours to act out on stage,

Opinion

National anthem protests
Across the country, athletes are
protesting the national anthem
to promote their agendas. How
should SLUH respond? Page 3

news
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Senior Sam Pottinger (Romeo) in the play.

SLUH Night
SLUHMO gets over 900 people
to sing “Happy Birthday” to him
at SLUH Night. Page 4

so it was cut down to two
hours. It is also the traditional
version of the story, meaning
that it takes place in its original
setting rather than an alternate
time period and place.
The play involves romance, adventure, mystery,
and destiny, and the SLUH

Sports

Football season ends
Football looks to build foundation for future despite poor appearance of 3-7 record.
Page 6
Sports

Soccer season ends
20 seniors part ways with SLUH
soccer this year after heartbreaking 1-0 loss to the Chaminade
Red Devils. Page 6

theater department is well
prepared for the action that
unfolds. After auditions in
late August, the cast spent a
week doing a table read to fully
understand the text before attempting to act it out. Director Kathryn Whitaker stressed

continued on page 5
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“

W

e will see you tomorrow night.”
There are moments in
sports that transcend the concrete game. Moments in which
the setting and presence of the
people around us matter just as
much if not more than the performance of the players on the
field. We’ll always remember
where we were and with whom
we celebrated. Cardinals baseball in particular seems to have a
special ability to take us outside
of the game.
Game Six of the 2011
World Series was one of those
transcendental moments.
Game Six.
Those two words evoke
many different memories for
many different people, but say
those two words and almost
every St. Louisan will know exactly what you are referring to:
David Freese. Last strike. Triple.
Eleventh inning. Home run.
Many members of our
school community shared with
us their experiences of Game
Six: the “pang” of pots and pans
on a front porch filling an entire
block; gliding shirtless around
the house; forced to leave the
game early and listening to the

victory over the radio on the
drive home.
Baseball in St. Louis, and
especially with the Gilmores, is
intertwined with family. Campus minister Brian Gilmore
grew up on Clif Side Drive in
Glendale. He and his father
threw baseballs around in the
front yard of his home on that
street. And it was on that street
in his childhood home that he
watched Game Six with his girl-

wards the end of spring training
and his father being diagnosed
with cancer. It was during this
time that he moved in with his
father, each of them supporting
the other.
“In the middle of cancer
treatments and grief, baseball
was something we could enjoy
together,” said Gilmore. “That
season in particular it felt super
meaningful.”
As the Rangers took the
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friend at the time (now wife),
and his nephews, siblings, and
father.
The start of the 2011 baseball season had coincided with a
tough time for his family, with
his mother passing away to-

lead in Game Six, Gilmore’s siblings trickled out, leaving just
him, his girlfriend, and his father for the ninth inning as the
Cardinals went down to their
final strike.
“We were just holding on

to some hope as a baseball team,
as a family,” said Gilmore.
Yet Gilmore did not mention the exact details of their reactions to the late inning heroics
of that game, just the people with
whom he watched the heroics.
“Just to share that moment
with my dad was amazing, and it
turned out he was in his last couple months of life, and he died a
couple months later,” said Gilmore. “That whole baseball season
signified hope, togetherness.”
Like Gilmore, Mr.
Moran too took in the game
with his family: his mother, with
whom he had been cheering on
the Cardinals for the previous 60
years. Yet the outcome of Game
Six would have a direct effect on
Moran’s plans for the following
night. Moran had previously
made plans for dinner with
fellow English teacher Terry
Quinn, a Pirates fan, that Friday,
the same night Game 7 would
potentially be played.
“I offered a graceless but
truthful explanation that in the
unlikely case that the Cards won
Game 6, I wanted to be with my
mom for Game 7,” wrote Moran.
And so he watched, half
hoping, admittedly, that the Cardinals, if they were to lose the
series, would lose Game Six so
that he could have dinner with

Mr. Quinn and his family. Fortunately, that did not happen.
Other than Freese’s and
Berkman’s heroics, what Moran
remembers best from Game Six
is what so many of us often forget: the errors. Both the Cardinals and the Rangers had played
sloppy defense early on, with
the night’s hero, David Freese,
dropping a routine pop fly in the
fifth inning. Freese’s error was so
egregious that Moran noted a
friend of his texted him that he
was turning off the game after
watching the failed play.
Of course, as we know,
Freese made up for that error.
And Moran watched Game 7
with his mother the following
night.
“My friend the Pirate fan
has, I think, never forgiven me
for reneging on dinner that Friday night,” wrote Moran.
Baseball is intertwined
with community. The lessons
we can take from Game Six and
these stories about the importance of family and hope are innumerable. Latin teacher Rich
Esswein’s experience with Game
6 highlights the beauty of selfsacrifice.
Esswein and a friend each
had tickets to Game 6. Rather
than watch the game themselves,
they gave the tickets to each of

their sons, drove them downtown, and watched the game at
Paddy O’s, hearing the fireworks
signifying the Cardinals victory
before they saw it on television.
Senior Paul Burka’s experience with Game 6 highlights the
beauty of the natural world. On
a camping trip with his school,
Burka listened to the game on
a radio under the stars, left with
only his imagination to picture
the game.
Junior Paul Reddy did
not even know the result of the
game until the next morning at
school. After Allen Craig’s home
run dropped the Rangers’ lead to
two runs, his mother made him
go to sleep, to which he pitched
a huge fit. As punishment for his
fit, he was not allowed to check
the score the following morning.
“I still haven’t forgiven her,”
said Paul.
Six years ago to this date
the Cardinals did the unthinkable, coming back from being
down to their final strike twice
to force a Game Seven. There
are many more stories from that
emotional night that have yet to
be shared. And so we ask you:
where were you on the night of
Game Six?

Drone offers smashing photos for bicentennial Vive la France! French
Luke Wilmes
foreign exchange
machine is taking
students storm SLUH
over the world. This maAnovel
BY
STAFF

chine can spy on ISIS bases
and deliver Amazon packages. The machine is extremely
powerful(though somehow it
can’t manage to take a SLUH
Bicentennial picture without
self-destructing). It takes a
very advanced pilot to tame
these beasts. These rebellious
machines are called drones.
Drones began to appear at St. Louis U. High in
the summer of 2014 when
the Admissions office asked
SLUHTube to film shots
around school and of the
campus.
“We were already thinking about adding a drone to
cover some events anyway,
so that sealed it,” said SLUHTube moderator and Russian
teacher Robert Chura. “We’ve
used the drones for Running
of the Bills and we’ve gotten
some really good shots.”
But other than Running
of the Bills and the 200 photo, the SLUH drones haven’t
been used much. Unknown
to many people, there are
many restrictions and regulations when it comes to flying an unmanned aircraft for
business purposes. The pilot
must be at least 16 years old,
pass a difficult airspace test,
and be vetted by the TSA.
The drones must be flown
during the day at or below
100 mph and 400 feet, kept
within eyesight of the pilot,
and yield to manned aircraft.
There are also many restricted zones, such as airports
and hospitals, where drones
can’t be flown.
With SLUH being so
close to the hospitals on
Kingshighway, flying drones
has been an uneasy task. The

BY Tom Sommers and Joe
Lux
REPORTERS
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restrictions above are meant
to protect people because accidents happen and the Federal Aviation Administration
wants to limit these accidents.
SLUH should be thankful for
the FAA regulations, because
SLUH witnessed its own
drone accident last Friday.
On the bicentennial day
of service, Chura and junior
Dalton Ennis both used their
drones to film the freshmen,
sophomores, and Senior Advisors doing service in Forest
Park. After service, they put
their drones to rest, thinking
their flying duties were over
for the day.
However, the professional drone flier ended up
smashing his drone into the
cell tower above the football
turf and teacher parking lot.
From the middle of the field
the drone started flying backwards towards the teacher
parking lot. Students started

murmuring, buzzing, then
shouting as the drone kept
heading for the tower. The
drone clipped the side of
the tower, breaking in two
before falling to the asphalt.
Naturally, the field erupted
in cheers.
Many may have thought
that the picture was not
meant to be, but Ennis was
called up to the plate. Ennis’s interest in drones began when a guy at one of
his volleyball tournaments
was using one. He saved up
his money and eventually
bought his own.
“I like how you can get
a different angle on things.
Seeing things from above is
completely different,” said
Ennis.
Ennis came to the rescue for SLUH media when he
brought out his own drone
and took the 200 picture.
“Basically, Dr. Kester-

son came on the speaker and
asked if anyone had a drone
to take the picture,” said Ennis. “So I went up to Mr.
Chura’s office to get my drone
and then took the picture.”
Ennis may have saved
SLUH’s Twitter page by
having the drone to take
the picture, but he finds
more joy in making videos for himself or friends.
“I’ve made little videos
for my YouTube on family trips and stuff like that,”
said Ennis. “I’ve had friends
who’ve asked if I want to go
film something for them and
I never really charge anyone
for it.”
So if you’re scared that
machines and robots are taking over the world and that
they’re going to self-destruct
in rebellion of human control, just call up Dalton Ennis
the drone tamer and he’ll put
that machine in its place.

LUH students are hosting French exchange
students from Lycée Notre
Dame in Chartres, France
for their two weeks in St.
Louis lasting from Oct. 20
through Nov. 4.
The French students’
time in the United States
did not start in St. Louis
however. Their journey began with a week seeing the
sights in New York. After
New York, the French exchange students moved in
with their host families here
in St. Louis.
“It’s a nice change from
New York,” said French
teacher Kevan Morshed.
“It’s a little smaller, but a
little more do-able. They’re
staying with families and
they get to know everyday
American life.”
During the week, the
French students tour different parts of St. Louis. In
their time here, they have
visited places like the Arch,
City Hall, the Courthouse,
Union Station, Cahokia
Mounds, and Anheuser

Busch. On the weekends,
the exchange students spend
time with their host families.
“We might play ping
pong or stuff like that. If I
have volleyball practice he’ll
come with me and watch,”
said Sean Anderson, who is
hosting French student Robin Clarion. “Usually, we just
go home and have a normal
dinner and get to talk.”
The exchange students
also participate in some
SLUH activities. They went
to the Fall Ball dance this
past Saturday, and will attend classes during the
school day on Halloween.
In June, the students
will switch roles as the
Jr. Bills head to Chartres,
France to stay with the
French students they are
currently hosting.
Overall,
Morshed
thinks the experience positively affects everyone involved. “It makes the world
feel a lot smaller and a lot
better because relationships
are created across the globe
through this exchange. That
is a win-win for everybody,”
he said.

Mother’s Cookie Sale
Cookies will be sold today
in the Commons, outside
of campus ministry, and
outside.
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Commentary:
How can SLUH athletics use its platform in the community?
Nathan Langhauser
SPORTS EDITOR

W

hat does the national
anthem mean in the
sports world today? Over
this NFL season, there has
been a spike in players taking knees, locking arms, and
staying in the locker room
during the national anthem to spread a message of
unity and protest injustices
against African Americans.
Student-athletes at Bellarmine Prep, a Jesuit high
school in San Jose, Calif.,
took a knee during the anthem prior to a game against
their rivals. The small group
of players who took a knee
first had conversations with
teammates,
classmates,
coaches and administrators prior to putting out
a statement, stating their
intentions clearly: not to
disrespect police or armed
forces, but to help spread
awareness for the marginalized.
I have recently read
other articles from across
the
country
involving
teams, athletes, and other
high school students who
have protested during the
national anthem, and there
have even been stories about
schools from Long Island
and Louisiana who warned
students of punishment if
they would take a knee.
Right here in St. Louis, in the midst of unrest,
the football communities
of CBC and SLUH came
together before a football
game at SLUH, a week after
the Stockley verdict was released, to send a message of
unity between both communities and if seeking peace
and solidarity in Christ for
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their city.
I think that these types
of actions should continue,
setting an example for St.
Louis and bringing awareness to specific moments
that have affected our views
of injustice and rights, calling people to be mindful
of other people’s opinions
while also not being afraid
to express their own in
meaningful and productive
ways.
Here at St. Louis U.
High, we should feel obli-

gated to stand up for the
oppressed and marginalized, especially those among
our own communities. And
because our athletes have
access to a bigger stage on
which to reach out, I think
they have a platform to
spread messages of unity
and respect for the rights of
all people.
We at SLUH hear ‘one
body, many parts’ all the
time, starting with freshman
year Direction Days, and
I believe that this message

can apply beyond just the
SLUH community and out
to St. Louis and the world.
I’m sure that many SLUH
athletes feel strongly about
the issues of injustice in our
community and because of
their position on the field
or court, I am encouraging
them to have conversations
with their coaches, teammates, and families about
doing something to express
their opinions to the larger
community.
Of course, athletes are

not the only ones who can
spread messages of unity
and human dignity and
there are many clubs around
SLUH that have also been
standing up for these issues
in meaningful and respectful ways. Around the SLUH
hallways, one example of a
symbol popularly used to
spread awareness for all human rights, is the raised fist
that can be seen on posters,
magnets, and quarter-zips,
spreading a message of solidarity, unity, strength, and
resistance.
Perhaps these clubs,
like ACES or Pax Christi,
can work with the sports
teams to take advantage
of the stage that the athletes have, while bringing
in the background and extensive knowledge that the
clubs have, strengthening
the message sent out to our
community and showing
that we are thinking critically about constructive ways
to help reduce injustice.
The actions taken do
not necessarily need to be
a letter to fans in the programs, a message read by
the announcer afterwards, a
player taking a microphone
and speaking to the fans, or
anything else, but there cannot be any ambiguity, nothing that would leave room
for assumptions questioning
the motives or opinions of
SLUH athletes. I think that
causing people to ask more
questions about the actions
themselves rather than the
message the athlete is trying to send would defeat the
purpose of the action.
As a Catholic high
school, we are supposed to
be spreading the message

3

of Christ and developing
young men for the future.
A part of that development
is learning to fight against
injustice in the community,
critically thinking about the
issues that cause discord
and creating solutions to
lead by example.
SLUH sports is one of
the biggest connections to
the community beyond our
school walls. I think athletes have an opportunity to
showcase their physical talents, but why not also share
our meaningful thoughts
about issues that tear our
connection to others of different backgrounds and beliefs apart.
Athletic events are
times when we come together with other schools
and their fans, and whether
it be a game against another
Catholic school or anyone
else, and the more people
that we can reach with our
message, the more people
begin to think and talk
about ways to avoid the
problems occurring again in
the future.
I think that in times
of community struggle and
fracture, athletes, using the
bigger voice that they have
been given on the field and
court, can reach out to individuals prior to a game,
whether it be during the national anthem or prayer, and
spark meaningful responses
to the issues of the time.
I encourage everyone
who is interested to read
more, especially “High
School Students Explain
Why They Protest Anthems
and Pledges” in the New
York Times.

Behind the scenes: The hidden offices of SLUH
Sam Ortmann
CORE STAFF

O

n the third floor of the
J-wing, above the chaos
of the school day below, is St.
Louis U. High’s business office. Many students know it’s
there, but very few actually
know what goes on. To many
it might seem like a surprisingly nice space filled with
over-stuffed armchairs and
oil paintings, a place were
president David Laughlin and
other nameless administrators sit in absolute quiet and
work far more studiously then
the actual students beneath
them. However, anybody that
spends time on the third floor
knows that that is just not true.
That’s not to say that work
doesn’t get done. The Advancement Department, whose offices occupy the east (or Kingshighway) side of the floor, led
by Melissa Jones, is in charge of
all fundraising and spearheads
efforts like Cashbah and the
golf tournament. The business
office, whose offices take up
the west (Science Center) side
of the floor, is led by SLUH’s
Finnancial Officer Joe Komos,
and they are in charge of all
the money that goes into and
out of SLUH. In the middle
is the president’s office where
Laughlin and Assistant to the

President Kim Walsh work.
“As student I think you
need to think about your parents paying tuition. Somebody
is taking care of recording
that, somebody is paying your
teacher, somebody is taking
care of the desk you’re sitting in,

but all those necessary functions
that have to happen to keep the
school running all go on everyday up here on the third floor.”
While they take their
work seriously, it is not as
humdrum or church-mouse
quiet as you would think. The

The halls of the third floor.

somebody is making sure the
classroom is clean, somebody
is making sure the lights come
on and the heater and air conditioning come on,” said Komos.
“So really you guys probably
don’t realize, but everyday you
see the work of the third floor.
There is no typical day up here

nilla has some kind of humor that I just can’t describe.”
“I can’t just come in and sit
at my desk and close the door
and stare at a screen for eight
hours,” said Penilla, who is the
Director of Annual Giving.
“Mr. Ben DuMont and I are al-
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camaraderie amongst the
third floor staff creates a laid
back and jovial atmosphere.
“Sometimes this doesn’t
even feel like a job,” said Walsh.
“Everybody up here gets along.
A lot of us tease each other. I
can’t tell you how many times
I’ve laughed. Mr. (John) Pe-

ways playing jokes on each other and just doing stupid stuff. I
think any environment where
you’re working really hard has
to have some lighter moments
that make it fun. While we are
doing hard work and we’re doing important work, you have
to be able to kick back and

laugh every once in a while.”
“It’s an old cliche, but
when you work hard you play
hard,” agreed Komos. “So we
work very hard together but
we celebrate hard together too.
We’re going to work hard to
make sure that we don’t have
failure and we reward success.”
Students,
not
just
staff members, have come
to enjoy this atmosphere.
“I’m up here for work grant
after school and it’s usually not
too quiet, especially if I’m in
Mrs. Walsh’s office,” said senior
Gavin Obert. “Mrs. Walsh is the
life of the third floor. But overall I think the atmosphere up
here is a good place to work in.”
Komos attributes this close
knit community to the passion
they all have for the school itself. So many of the administrative staff members are either alums or parents of alums so they
know just what SLUH can provide and work their hardest to
make sure that SLUH can continue to provide those things.
“Two thirds of the floor
is either alums or past parents
... (and we) just have a passion for this place,” said Komos. “I come to work everyday caring very much about
the success of this school.”
This passion for the job
leads the members of the ad-

ministration to keep in tune
with SLUH’s mission. They focus on how to best help the students and not on every last dollar as most business offices do.
“Even though we’re up
here and we’re doing the money
thing and we’re worried about
the bottom line, it’s ultimately
still about the mission of helping young men be the best
they can be and become good
Catholic christians,” said Business Manager Mary Fischer.
Komos
shares
his
sentiment.
“Sometimes when you see
me walking around school it’s
because I’m having a bad day.
And I always say that I’m walking around to remind myself
who are the 1,000 people I really work for,” said Komos. “In
my mind I really work for the
students. Everything I do I see
it as trying to make your SLUH
experience as good as possible.
While I don’t directly impact
what happens in the classroom
... I like to feel that if I’m supporting your teachers, or Mr.
Rankin, Mr. Laughlin, Mrs.
Jones, and Father Gibbons,
then everyone can do their jobs
more effectively. In my mind
when it’s all said and done I feel
like I really work for you guys.”
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Annual SLUH Night themed for
bicentennial; features exploding
pumpkins and math problems
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Senior Jack McGrail at SLUH Night.

Ben Dattilo and Nathan
Wild and Liam John
SPORTS EDITOR, FEATURES EDITOR, REPORTER

F

band.
“In all honesty, the crowd
singing happy birthday was a
complete shock. Admissions
didn’t tell me anything about
getting sung Happy Birthday,
so I was in shock under my
mask. Mr. Cruz was a real
sneaky snake,” said senior
Luke Wilmes, who performs
as the Jr. Billiken.
Sam Tettamble, ’16,
founder of SLUH Sports Network, reflected on his experiences broadcasting for SLUH
sports, followed by Steve
Schlanger, ’89, a professional
sports broadcaster for NBC
who also shared his experiences in the field and how SLUH
had helped him reach his profession.
The Admissions department put together a video
about alums that made a difference in the world through
public philanthropy. Cruz
joked that although he is not a
professional athlete or a multimillionaire CEO, he has still
made a difference at SLUH, just
as others who hope to attend.
Following Cruz, students
came onto the stage in groups
of five, introducing themselves, their grade level, and
their extracurriculars.
The night concluded
with the pep band playing the
school’s fight song, “When the
Bills Go Marching In.”
Afterwards,
prospective students were allowed to
talk with the presenters of the
night, both students and faculty to learn more about the
institution more in depth on
an academic standpoint and
through more personal firsthand experiences.
“I had conversations with
many of the families, and a
couple of the boys at the event
who said it was interesting and
exciting to see what it would
be like to attend a class,” said
Gibbons.
“You could clearly feel, in
the room, the electricity and
excitement of what it’s like
to be at SLUH from the four
minute passing periods to
turning in long essays or a lab,”
said Callon. “There’s a lot of intensity here. It did not capture
how tired people are or how
stressed out they may be, but
it shows what is special about
the energy that people expend
here not just to get a grade but
photo | Jonel Olar
because it is worth doing.”

stories. That tree has a unique
story to tell of what it has seen
in St. Louis and I wanted to reflect on what the tree knows.”
Science
department
chair Mary Russo continued
the high energy of the room,
showcasing the science classes
offered at SLUH by conducting
an experiment.
“The theme that ran
through the presentations was
the bicentennial, and we have
Halloween coming up, so we
decided to move on to the
theme of energy,” said Russo.
“We used a pumpkin and blew
the front out to the shape of
200. It’s pretty neat to think
that I could have a student out
there that maybe will come in
one day and say ‘I remember
when you blew up that pumpkin’.”
After the explosion, math
teacher Stephen Deves settled
things down by introducing
juniors Paul Gillam and Sam
Guillemette, who, using two
different methods, wrote out
their work on iPads in the
application Notability. Their
work was projected onto the
drop down screens in the
Commons, allowing the crowd
to watch them complete the
problem live. The presentation
also included the discussion of
technology at SLUH with the
problems being worked on on
iPads and projected onto the
screens. Both students stepped
back from their iPads, confident in their answer: 200.
Student body president
senior Jack McGrail walked
out on the stage, joined by the
Jr. Billiken mascot, SLUHMO,
with a 200 sign. The two had
started to light the candles until Spanish teacher Katherine
Toussaint cut them off.
Toussaint touched on
the many languages offered at
SLUH outside of just Spanish.
After Toussaint was done,
Cruz led everyone in the birthday song for the Billiken with
music provided by the jazz

or the seventh year in a
row, the admissions staff
hosted SLUH Night, highlighting the school’s 200-year anniversary and featuring students,
teachers, and administrators to
show what it is truly like to be a
student as a Jr. Billiken.
The night kicked off
with opening remarks from
Director of Admissions Anja
Schmelter, who welcomed
the prospective students and
introduced a video sent from
President David Laughlin,
who was in Rio de Janeiro,
Brazil for an international Jesuit meeting.
Laughlin reflected on the
impact of Jesuits on the world,
and noted that craters on the
moon are named after famous
Jesuits.
Following Laughlin, Principal Ian Gibbons, S.J. took
the middle schoolers through
what a day at SLUH looks like,
including the examen, and
discussed the academic and
spiritual advantages of being a
student at SLUH.
“It is a different program
for me. I find this to be a very
clever program that incorporates the flow of the day,
and the experience of what it
would be like to attend SLUH,”
said Gibbons of the night.
Following Gibbons, English teacher Adam Cruz was
introduced as the host, introducing the teachers and their
topics for the night.
The teachers were asked
to have a project that would
interest the prospective students, while also showing what
it means to be at SLUH.
The first to speak was
English teacher David Callon,
who focused on the power of
storytelling, using the example
of the oldest tree on the SLUH
campus across the street from
the football field, which Callon
speculates is roughly 120 years
old. He told the story of the
life of the tree, which has seen
great changes in its lifetime.
“I tried to talk about how
SLUH had a rich story and that
it is a cool story to be a part of,”
said Callon. “While you are
here, I think SLUH can help
you enter the magic of stories
both in your own life, through
literature, and through listening to other people’s stories. I The pumpkin that Russo used
think SLUH is a place where in her presentation.
you get your heart expanded
through an encounter with
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SLUH community has Mass, does
service, and takes school-wide
picture for bicentennial celebration
(continued from page 1)

on removing invasive species,
such as bush honeysuckle,
from around the park. Other
groups picked up trash, added mulch to landscapes, and
removed weeds. About 500
people went to Forest Park,
which is one the largest numbers of volunteers that Forest
Park has ever hosted during
one day.
Juniors and seniors
were assigned to jobs helping churches, schools, houses,
and other institutions across
the St. Louis area; such as
Loyola Academy, St. Vincent
de Paul Society Thrift Stores,
and the St. Louis Foodbank.
Of the juniors and seniors
who went to these sites, most
did yard work, inside chores,
or tutored.
“There were some minor issues with the day,” said
Hill. “Some groups took a bit
of time getting to their sites
or couldn’t connect with their
person.”
Junior Antwine Willis
was left behind by his carpool
and had to go with the underclassmen to Forest Park.
“Overall, it was not a
good experience, but it was
worth it because we got to
help people,” said Willis.
After students finished
their work at the sites, they
returned to SLUH for a 200
picture taken by professional
drone photographer. An outline of 200 was placed on the
football field and students
filled in numbers. The photo
was taken with a drone by the
same person who had taken
the bicentennial picture earlier in the year.
Unfortunately, while the
photo was being taken, the
drone crashed into the telephone service pole on the
football field, but junior Dalton Ennis came to the rescue,
offering his personal drone to
take more pictures.
“It was fun using my
drone as a way to communicate to the community about
what SLUH’s mission is and
what we did during the day,”
said Ennis.
Food service ordered 400
pizzas from Papa John’s and
STUCO provided 800 Rice
Crispy treats for students to
eat after the service day during
fall festival, which was moved
from Spirit Week to the afternoon of the day of service. Ac-

Senior Jack Heller during the day of service.

cording to STUCO, about 200
students attended fall fest and
were able to enjoy various activities, including rugby, basketball, ping pong, and soccer.
Unfortunately the tradition of
a pumpkin-launching trebuchet ended, as the medieval
siege machine was not ready
for the event because there
were some issues putting it together. As usual, a Fitz’s root
beer keg was present.
In order to promote both
the day of service and SLUH’s
bicentennial, SLUH started
#SLUH200. The administration asked students to post
pictures on Instagram, Facebook, and Twitter with the
hashtag in an effort to make
the hashtag trending in the St.
Louis area, but it did not go as
planned, as very few people
posted with the hashtag.
Overall, students and
faculty enjoyed the day of
service as they were happy to
help out the St. Louis area.
Going into the event
many people did not know
what to expect because it had
not been done before.
“I’m excited for it, I don’t
often get this opportunity to
do service like this, and I am
interested to see how it will
go,” said junior Andrew Gib-

Two students during the day of service.
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son before the event.
“I was curious to how
this was going to work and
what we were going to do,”
said sophomore Andrew Porterfield.
Many students enjoyed
that they were able to give
back to people in the St. Louis
community.
“My favorite part was
talking to the people at the
sites and getting some stuff
done for them,” said senior
Seamus McFarland.
“Once we got there and
started working on the house
we were at I found it really
fulfilling and I was glad we
ended up doing it,” said senior
Ken Viehland.
“I was pretty blown away
with how smooth it went. I
thought it was a really cool
experience to have nearly
a thousand students out at
the same time in the city of
St. Louis doing service,” said
math teacher Stephen Deves.
“When I first saw the
schedule, I thought we had
the day off and when I saw
service I wasn’t really looking
forward to it, but it was better than I thought it would be.
It was nice to do service and
hang out with my friends,”
said freshman Andrew Trout.

photo | Sulli Wallisch
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Dauphin Players to perform Romeo and Juliet
with two level set and original music
(continued from page 1)

that the actors take on their
roles in totality and become
immersed in the situation of
the play, rather than just pretend to be the character while
acting.
“One of the things Mrs.
Whitaker stresses is that you
can’t just be acting. You really
have to be inside the world of
the play,” said sophomore Harrison Petty, who plays Peter.
“She really tries to get us to
have genuine interactions on
stage, so on stage and off we
are in character the whole time,
and I think that really helps.”
SLUH’s theater department worked with Shaun Sheley to choreograph combat
scenes in the play.
“My favorite part of the
play is the other activities we
get to do while acting,” said
senior Nick Parisi, who plays
Benvolio. “For example, there’s
a lot of sword fighting in Romeo and Juliet, so I’m really
excited to get to sword fight on
stage.”
An important aspect of
the play is the set, which needs
to reflect the themes of the
play. Schoonover worked with
Whitaker to create a set that
displayed the flare of passion in
Romeo and Juliet.

“It hit me while walking
through Botanical Garden, and
there was one section of flowers
that was full in bloom, and then
the next section where everything had died and was already
withered,” said Schoonover.
“There was something about
the fact that there were these
temporary moments of beauty
that happen really quickly and
can fade really quickly. That’s
kind of what comes in the play.”
Schoonover, with his
Theater Tech class and SLUH
Crew, worked to create a unit
set, meaning that it’s a fixed
location with a few pieces that
move in and out to fit different scenes. It’s influenced by
Gothic architecture and incorporates garden imagery.
The set is also two levels
high because Romeo and Juliet
requires it for the famed balcony scene. The second level
spreads upstage across most of
the stage, and downstage lies
natural scenery such as rocks
and flowers.
“I was very impressed
with the set,” said lighting designer junior Liam John. “With
all the flowers it makes it look
more realistic.”
SLUH Crew came in on
four separate Saturdays to work
on the set. Schoonover also had

personal friends, who work in
set design professionally, come
in to work with SLUH Crew
and build the set.
The play also contains
originally composed music
written by Akin. This aspect
of the play is unique to SLUH,
because Romeo and Juliet typically does not have any music
to it.
“The music is really a
beautiful addition, and we
worked hard to make sure that
it enhances and doesn’t overpower the story of the show,”
said Whitaker. “The language is
the star of the show, it must be
in Shakespeare.”
Art Department members
Joan Bugnitz, Sean Powers,
and Sarah Rebholz contributed to the play, with the help
of Schoonover, by designing
masks for the actors to wear.
Schoonover, whose graduate
degree is in mask-making and
set design, believed the play offered him the ability showcase
his abilities and enhance the
play’s effect.
“We had the opportunity
to capitalize on my specialty, so
we have done a cross-collaborative effort in creating masks,”
said Schoonover.
They did face castings for
Pottinger and Kuntz, who play

Seniors Sean Cailteaux (left) and Teddy Gerard (right) during the play.
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Romeo and Juliet, so that their
masks would be a perfect fit.
Light designer Maureen
Berry, with the help of John, has
worked to utilize the lighting of
the play to present the mood
of each scene more effectively.
They use moving lights, which
are fairly new to SLUH theater,
to create different effects.
“They’re good for the
play for the more spooky and
ominous moments,” said John.
“Like when the apothecary
comes up, you’ll see these green
textures on the wall. They can
also move throughout the play
to be purple during the party
scene and different scenes.”
The play is not just put on
by the actors, it is a team effort
that involves a lot of contributors.
“The great thing about the
theater is that it is a team. It’s a
beautiful collaboration of a lot
of people bringing something
to life,” said Whitaker.
“For me, what’s exciting
about doing theater is getting a
group of people together at one
time, focused on one story and
that sense of imagination that
happens,” said Schoonover. “It’s
really the culmination of all
of the different designers and
all of the different aspects that
come together.”
The Dauphin Players will
have put on the show four
times after its last showing on
Sunday at 2:00. The show was
first put on last night, the freshman class will have an exclusive
opportunity to see the play today, and Saturday’s showing is
at 7:30 p.m. There are still tickets available for the shows.
“I bet a lot of people think
that we’re doing Romeo and Juliet because we have to and because it’s this big fancy play, but
I think the way we do it, it’s not
good because it’s Romeo and
Juliet, it’s good because of the
way we do it,” said Petty.

Laughlin speaks at conference and visits
Jesuit schools in Rio
(continued from page 1)

cific, who spoke about social
justice and ecology. He said
they should be key parts of
the formation of Jesuit students as morally, intellectually, and spiritually mature
people.
The conference ended
on Friday after a Mass and
speech from Fr. General Arturo Sosa, S.J., who spoke
about the challenges that Jesuit educators face and how
they can help each other
overcome them by networking and communicating.
One of the few non-Jesuits there, Laughlin was invited as one of three keynote
speakers. He spoke about
innovation in education and
how that’s been a key part
of Jesuit tradition in Jesuit
schools.
In taking the Jesuit ideal
of educating the whole person spiritually, Laughlin approached his talk by asking
some questions.
“So when we look at the
world today, what is impacting the lives of young people?
How do we take them and

provide this kind of training that allows them to be
effective in higher education
and as leaders of the world
and forming their total humanity? But also what is it
in the world that’s changing
and adapting and different,
because we need to be constantly looking at youth and
the needs of the world,” said
Laughlin.
Being from many different countries with many different languages, the group
had to wear special headsets
to translate to the language
that they understood. The
group focused on the vision
of the original Jesuits when
they talked about what they
were doing and wanted to do
in the future at their schools.
“When St. Ignatius and
the first Jesuits founded the
Society of Jesus, they had a
world-wide vision. So to be
sitting in a room with people
who are that vision, from all
different parts of the world,
is a humbling thing. It’s an
amazing worldwide network
of schools,” said Laughlin.
Laughlin liked to see

how Saint Louis U. High
School related to the other
schools at the conference. At
one point, they talked about
a ‘model program’, which included a book called Healing
Earth that SLUH chemistry
teacher Bill Anderson helped
to write.
“I was really proud that
my experience of Saint Louis
U. High has been that we are
in the process of doing many
of the things that other educators were dreaming about.
When I look at some of the
curriculum formations and
programs here, I believe that
SLU High is doing what many
of the other Jesuit schools
around the world want to do,”
said Laughlin.
While he was in Rio,
Laughlin got the chance to
visit with other Jesuit schools
there to see how they were
similar and different from
Saint Louis U. High.
“We had a closing thank
you dinner hosted by a high
school, Colegio Santo Ignacio, in Rio that was a lot like
SLU High. I got the opportunity to sit down with two

of the seniors at the school
and it was a lot like talking
to SLUH students. They were
talking about their next steps
and how their family values
a college education. We also
visited a small Jesuit primary
school called Santa Maria
that was in a place of abject
poverty,” said Laughlin. “I
think those are both examples of Jesuit schools across
the world, which are very
different, yet they share the
same Jesuit values by which
we are all connected.”
Overall, the experience was an exciting one for
Laughlin.
“It’s exciting to see how
we could further connect the
Jesuit Network. Our students
face similar challenges and
hear about the challenges
that other parts of the world
are having. So to see a network that has its finger on the
pulse of all of it is very exciting. It’s exciting to see how Jesuit education could serve the
world,” said Laughlin.
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Vending machine thefts
prompt reaction from Hylla
BY Jack Schweizer
EDITOR IN CHIEF

T

aped inside the glass of
the vending machine
near the Commons, a paper
sign and a stick serve as a
warning: stop stealing, or face
the consequences.
The paper flyer reads, “If
you continue to steal from this
machine you will be caught
maybe expelled.”
Kathy Hylla, director of
Food Service Consultants,
placed the sign on the vending
machine roughly two weeks
ago, fed up from the theft,
which started this past summer. Students have been using sticks, found on the upper
field, to poke snacks off the
shelves, according to Hylla.
Hylla realized students

the hallway,” said Hylla.
Hylla decided to place
the paper sign and the stick on
the window of the machine to
show students she is aware of
the theft and will pursue disciplinary action if students are
caught.
“It’s just silly stuff sometimes to see what you can get
away with, and they think they
have so that’s why I wanted to
say ‘no you’re not,’ because we
know what you’re doing,” said
Hylla.
Kesterson, who was notified of the situation from
Hylla, was similarly dismayed,
and wanted to know the reasons behind the theft.
“Why are you doing this?
What’s the reason for this? Is
it just for the thrill of it? Is it
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were stealing after she found
sticks lying in and around the
vending machine, along with
missing items removed from
the first slot at the back of the
machine, which, according to
Hylla, should never be empty
unless the whole row is empty.
“It’s more frustrating
than anything to think that
you would be that ridiculous
to stand there and stick your
arm halfway up the machine
hoping nobody comes down

because they can’t afford it? Is
it because of the games they’re
playing? Are they just trying to show off? But there’s a
reason behind it and those are
the kinds of things that I want
answers to,” said Kesterson.
While Kesterson has not
discovered the culprit or culprits, he said that any student
caught could face a suspension or expulsion, depending
on the student’s past record,
and context of the situation.

Cohen speaks to
Photography Club
Ben Klevorn
STAFF

S

tudents in the St. Louis U.
High Photography Club
listened to St. Louis Post-Dispatch photographer Robert
Cohen speak about the art of
photography, last week after
exams concluded.
Cohen, a well-known
photographer for the St. Louis
Post Dispatch, has been assigned to photograph some of
the biggest events in St. Louis,
including the Ferguson unrest after the death of Michael
Brown and the Jason Stockley
verdict. Additionally, he takes
pictures of sporting events
and news around St. Louis.
In his talk to the club,
Cohen gave tips and displayed
some of his own photos.
“He talked about what
makes a good photograph and
what types of stuff he does to

do that,” said club moderator
Kathy Chott. “And as different
photos came up, we asked him
about different angles, positioning, and the equipment he
uses.”
Also, Cohen stressed
that it is important for a photographer to not only see the
moment, but to get inside the
moment when taking the picture.
Overall, the students
liked his talk very much.
“He inspired us younger
photographers because he
told us his story of how he
got into photography and it
was very similar to ours,” said
Hilker.
“The students really liked
his talk,” said Chott. “He said
a lot of great stuff about photography that the students are
excited to apply to their own
photos.”

Soccer unexpectedly Football season comes to a close; Jr. Bills fall
falls in Districts to
to Ritenour in first round of Districts
Chaminade
Nathan Langhauser,
Ben Dattilo

Stephen Ocampo, Jack
Callahan
CORE STAFF, REPORTER

T

ears flowed throughout
the stadium from players, parents, and fans alike
last Wednesday as the St.
Louis U. High varsity soccer
team played its last game of
the season: a heartbreaking
1-0 loss to the Chaminade
Red Devils in the district finals.
“Going into the game I
wasn’t expecting this game to
be my last,” said senior captain Kurt Schumacher.
Tensions flew high for
the game as not only did
it feature a rematch of last
year’s district finals in which
the Jr. Bills defeated the Red
Devils 3-0, but a series of Instagram comments and tweets
between the two schools circulated, including the Red
Devils advertising a funeral
theme for the game with pictures of the Jr. Billikin mascot
in a coffin.
“The atmosphere of a
SLUH-Chaminade
soccer
game, especially districts, is
always heated and amped
up,” said senior captain Stephen Lavigne. “No matter
what sport’s against Chami,
it will always be an intense
game with big crowds on
both sides.”
As the team headed
into playoffs, Schumacher
returned to the lineup after
missing four games due to a
concussion, and Lavigne was
placed back into the starting lineup after playing a few
games off of the bench.
The tensions showed
right off the bat between the
teams through their aggressive styles of play. The Jr. Bills
seemed to have the edge on
the Red Devils as SLUH had
a number of early chances,
including a penalty kick from
senior captain Cam Verzino
in the first half. However, the
Red Devil goalie, Joe Mitchell, was the hero for Chaminade, stopping Verzino’s hard
shot directed to the right side
of the goal and saving everything that came his way after
that.
“Chami’s goalie played
the game of his life,” said
senior captain Will Rudder.
“He made huge saves when
he needed to and you have to
applaud him for that.”
“I thought certainly the
first half we were the better of the two teams we had
more chances to score, their
goalie just made some amazing saves on some amazing
shots,” said assistant coach
Bradley Mueller.
The Red Devils’ lone
goal came 16 minutes into
the second half after two
Chaminade players, Joe Reed
and Zach White, found the
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hole in the Jr. Bill defense and
connected for an easy goal.
“I am disappointed in
myself,” said senior goalie
Alec Meissner. “I saw that
play coming from a mile away
and I just didn’t trust my instincts. I feel like I could have
cut out the cross.”
Despite more scoring
chances from the SLUH offense and moving Schumacher up to a forward position, with the one-goal lead
Chaminade’s strong defense
proved too much to handle
for the Jr. Bills as they closed
out the game 1-0 to win the
district title, ending SLUH’s
season.
“Sometimes
soccer
sucks, and Wednesday night
was one of those times. They
had one shot on goal and beat
us 1-0. We had probably 10
to 20 good chances but just
couldn’t finish any of them,”
said LaVigne. “That’s all they
were looking for—that one
goal.”
The loss proved especially devastating for the
20 seniors on the team who
played their last high school
varsity game ever.
“It’s the worst feeling in
the world. There’s physically
nothing you can do to make
you feel better. The experiences and laughs we had
with this team, and last year’s
team, are irreplaceable,” said
LaVigne. “There’s nothing
that can make you feel better
when you realize those are
over.”
“As a senior you just
know in the back of your
mind that your high school
career is over,” said Rudder.
“I will never again be able to
play for my teammates, my
family, my friends, or SLUH,
all of which I love so much.
That’s devastating. There’s
nothing that can ease that
pain.”
Despite
disappointments from the seniors, they
look forward to what the future holds for the younger
members of the team, especially for juniors Alex Lehmann and Louis Vacca, who
started for the team the entire
season.
“Vacca and Lehman now
have two years of experience
and will need to take leadership. They have to step up
and control their team,” said
LaVigne. “It will be tough to
have 20 new players, but the
current junior class has some
very good players.”
“They are more capable
of winning games than they
think,” said Schumacher.
“Lehmann, Vacca, Reid Horton, and Alex Johnson will be
great leaders next year.”
With the majority of the
team leaving, the underclass-

T

he St. Louis U. High
football team ended season in consecutive shoot outs
against Ritenour and Jackson, falling in both games to
close out its season.
In the first round of district playoffs against Ritenour
last Friday, the Jr. Bills lost to
the Huskies 55-42. The SLUH
coaching staff was sporting
pink shirts for Breast Cancer
Awareness Month that evening.
Senior quarterback Austin Hannah found success
early through short passes
and quarterback keepers after SLUH started pinned on
its own one-yard line. Coming back from injury, senior
Jared Scott ran through his
holes for big yardage, helping the Jr. Bills to strike first
on a spectacular one-handed
catch by senior AJ Hardin in
the end zone to cap a 99-yard
drive.
Ritenour, running a
quarterback option offense
with a lot of QB keepers, took
advantage of the size of their

Sophomore Kellen Porter against Ritenour last Friday.

offensive line, creating effective running lanes. A twoheaded monster of quarterback Mann McGruder and
running back De’metrius
Jackson caused havoc for the
Jr. Bills defense and piled up
441 rushing yards and eight
touchdowns in the game.
“Our mistakes made
them look better than they

actually were,” said Scott.
“When we don’t execute it’s
easy to kill us and they took
advantage of that. I feel like
we stopped ourselves.”
A back and forth battle
of field position ensued for
most of the second and third
quarters, with each team taking advantage of the other’s
mistakes. SLUH scored just
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before halftime but gave up
a big pass, and Ritenour was
able to score within seconds
of receiving the ball.
“Boneheaded mistakes
that cost us the game like the
touchdown before halftime
were big momentum shifters,
we just couldn’t get it back,”
said Hardin.

continued on page 7

Swimming finishes undefeated in dual meets; preps
for state

John Burke, Joe Feder
REPORTERS

T

he St. Louis U. High swim
and dive team finished the
regular season this past week
with three major meets and a
dual meet that sets them up
for major success in the postseason.
The swimmers took on
Chaminade last Thursday and
beat the Red Devils 119-67 to
complete an undefeated dual
meet season, which was one of
the team’s goals at the beginning of the year. Following the
meet, the team honored the seniors. The swim and dive team
will miss Barclay Dale, Jack
Laux, Nick Mattingly, John
Burke, Joe Jellinek, Nathan Lu,
and Mathias Hostetler.
At the MICDS Invitational last Friday, the Jr. Bills swam
with passion. The team added

Adam Trafton ’05 (center), member of the 2003 State Champion swim
and dive team, at swimming practice Thursday.

two individual state cuts, from
senior Joe Jellinek in the 100
Breaststroke and from junior
Jarrett Schneider, who shaved
not just his legs but also an
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unprecedented four seconds
The following morning,
from his previous time.
SLUH hosted the JV MCC
“I just can’t believe I got Championships, where they
it,” said Schneider. “It was just retained the title of conference
the best feeling in the world.”
continued on page 7

Cross country program impresses with
hardware collection to end regular season

Justin Koesterer
STAFF

I

n the words of Randy Moss
and a favorite life lesson
from head coach Joe Porter’s
history class, the St. Louis U.
High cross country program
gets “straight cash, homie.” In
the past two weeks, the SLUH
cross country team has taken
four first place trophies: two
at the varsity level, one JV, and
one freshman.
Two weeks ago, SLUH
took a team to the St. Francis
Borgia Invitational in Washcontinued on page 7 ington, MO. The varsity top

seven did not race, as Porter
wanted them to do a strength
workout instead, running
1000-meter loops on Art Hill.
The Borgia Invitational
is usually a meet for smaller
schools, though SLUH usually
sees a few bigger schools like
Kirkwood there, along with
MCC schools like Chaminade.
Senior John Thomas won
the JV race, finishing with a
time of 18:30 and beating the
next SLUH JV runner by 30
seconds.
“All I had for breakfast

was a Dr. Pepper before the
race,” said Thomas about his
race preparation.
SLUH edged Kirkwood
by four points, winning the
JV race.
“A huge victory for the
program,” said assistant coach
Tom Flanagan. “You know,
we had guys step up, get into
packs, and finish the last 1K
strong. That’s what we need
from our runners.”
The varsity ran next, with
SLUH running their second
seven. They finished seventh
out of 20 teams, and although

no SLUH runner medaled,
it was a valuable experience.
Sophomore Joe Callahan led
the Jr. Bills in 28th place overall, three spots from a medal,
and close behind him was junior Jack Sommers, who has
slowly forged a solid season.
The last to race were the
freshmen. Following the JV’s
lead, they too, stepped on
the gas pedal, and the Jr. Bills
surged past Kirkwood for the
second time in one day. Second overall and first for SLUH
was Ryan Kramer, followed by
Daniel Hogan, Reid Jackson,

continued on page 7
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Hardin impresses; sets new
reception record against
Jackson
(continued from page 6)

Going
into
the
fourth knotted at 28, the
game had the look of a
powerful
playoff
clash.
The Huskies scored
twice quickly, but the Jr.
Bills answered back. Big
passes to Hardin and Porter
quickly brought the Jr. Bills
from their own goal line to
the Husky goal line. Hannah then completed a pass
to Hardin for a five-yard
score, cutting the lead to 4135 with 5:51 left in the game.
The Ritenour rush game
made quick work though,
getting inside the SLUH 20.
With 2:45 left in the game,
Jackson rushed up the middle
for the Ritenour score, and
McGruder scampered for the
two-point conversion to give
the Huskies the 49-35 lead.
The
SLUH
offense
couldn’t find a positive play
to get going down the field
to answer back and was
forced to turn the ball over
on downs. Immediately, Jackson rushed for a score to put
the Huskies up 55-35 after
a failed two-point attempt.
Hannah hit Hardin again
for a 45-yard strike, bringing
SLUH back to 55-42 with
1:05 left. But Ritenour recovered the onside kick attempt
and ran out the remainder of
the clock, ending the game
55-42 Huskies.
Hardin totaled three
touchdowns and 204 yards of
Hannah’s four passing touchdowns and 376 yards. Hannah also tacked on a rushing
touchdown of his own.
“It was like Jackson
again,” said Scott. “The offense came out and did a
good job but we couldn’t get
enough stops in the end to
win the game and so we lost.”
On Senior Night, Jackson came out strong against
the Jr. Bills, scoring quickly
and often in the first quarter, recovering onside kicks
to keep their offense on the
field. Senior quarterback
Cooper Callis found receivers consistently in the soft
spots of the SLUH zone coverage, and Jackson lead 14-0
before the SLUH offense even
touched the field.
“It took us awhile to get
the ball because we weren’t
ready for the onsides kick that
they were doing,” said Hardin.
With 3:04 left in the
first quarter, Hardin chased
down a Jackson receiver and
knocked the ball out just before the goal line, but the referee called the play a touchdown. A penalty on Jackson
negated the score, but instant
replay would have shown
that the ball was fumbled before the goal line and should
have been the Jr. Bills’ ball.
After that play, Jackson
worked their way down to the
SLUH seven and scored on an
out route, making the score
21-0 right before the end of
the first quarter, the third
receiving touchdown for the
Indians.
“Our offense was good
but we just couldn’t stop
them and they already

had the advantage of the
21 points, so just couldn’t
come back,” said Hardin.
After the quarter, the
SLUH offense found success
in the air, taking the ball into
Jackson territory. On fourth
down, Hannah slung one to
the end zone, and after a bobble, Hardin gained control for
the score.
From there the two offenses basically traded touchdowns until the end of the
game, with Terry and sophomore Kellen Porter rushing
for touchdowns; the two got
more touches because Scott
was still out from the injury
he sustained against Vianney.
But the early deficit
proved too much for the Jr.
Bills to overcome, and the 6542 loss dropped them to 3-6.
Two SLUH football records were broken against
Jackson: the most points
combined by both teams,
previously 105 points in a
2008 matchup against Vianney, was topped with 107
points scored; and Hardin
caught 14 passes, beating a
combined 13 reception effort by Stefan Sansone and
Cameron Stubbs against De
Smet in 2011. Hardin accumulated 232 yards and two
touchdowns via those 14 receptions.
“It was a pretty good
night for me, but we still lost
so it was bittersweet,” said
Hardin.
“AJ played extremely
well. He broke a record
so congrats to him. A win
would’ve been better but
congratulations to him,” said
Scott.
Hannah threw for 371
yards, three touchdowns, and
one interception, and rushed
for 32 yards, for a total of 403
yards, nearly beating another
SLUH record of total offense
in a game, set by John Swanston in 2007 with 412 yards.
Jackson’s Callis threw for
429 yards, eight touchdown
passes and two interceptions,
providing a majority of Jackson’s 685 total yards on offense.
“We just had trouble
getting into our drops and
coverages, stopping the pass
and so the quarterback lit us
up all night,” said Scott. “We
didn’t execute as a team and
we lost.”
SLUH football ended
this season 3-7, 1-3 in the
MCC, facing a variety of
highly ranked opponents
throughout the season.
“The season was really
disappointing because the
talent we had and the coaching we had was a lot better
than our record looks,” said
Scott. “ I don’t think we did
a good job of executing the
system as a team throughout
the entire year. We made the
same mistakes throughout
the year.”
“I think coach Jones and
the rest of the coaches will be
something special at SLUH
once people start listening to
them and set the foundation
for themselves,” said Scott.

Varsity cross country cleans up at Districts

7

(continued from page 6)

Noah Apprill-Sokol, Hayden
Rutledge, and Matt Munsell.
This isn’t the first time this
core group has put together a
strong performance, following their race at Conference
and at Parkway West. SLUH
cross country fans should be
excited about the potential
that these runners bring to the
table.
This past week the SLUH
cross country team continued
its saucy hardware drive, first
taking the varsity title at the
Clayton Invitational. The varsity this week, like last week,
was composed of the second
seven runners, as the top
seven prepared to start their
do-or-die postseason run, and
they emphasized the need to
not take the early stages too
lightly.
The Clayton Invitational
witnessed some incredibly
fast times. In the varsity, senior John Thomas finished
first overall for SLUH for the
second time in a row, with a
blazing 17:33, good for 10th
overall. Senior Matt Gunn ran
17:43, second for SLUH and
14th overall. Sommers continued his impressive season
to finish 25th with a time of
18:04. SLUH beat host Clayton, who had previously been
one of the top teams, averaging 17:55 for the top five Jr.
Billiken runners.
“It was a great way to end
the four years of us running
together. We had a lot of fun
showing off all the hard work

Varsity cross country with the District first place trophy.

this season,” said Gunn.
The varsity began their
postseason last Saturday at the
Class 4 District 3 Championship at Koch Park in Florissant. The main cross country
information source, MoMileSplit, predicted SLUH to put
three in the top ten, with Webster Groves edging SLUH by a
slim margin. That was quite
an underestimation of the Jr.
Bills. SLUH’s Patrick Hetlage,
Paul Burka, and Reed Milnor
took the top three spots, and
SLUH put everybody in the
top ten but junior alternate
Jack Buehring, who ran for
junior Chris Staley, who had
been sick earlier that week.
SLUH easily took the district
title with a score of 20, 32
points ahead of everyone else.

“It was a good team day,”
said Porter. “We felt like we
would have a good group up
front and then wanted to keep
our four and five guys close.
We were able to accomplish
that and will focus on that
again this week.”
Although only the varsity raced, the whole program
was required to attend, and
SLUH had an army to cheer
the varsity on, even putting
a smile on Buehring’s face as
he crossed the finish line. After the varsity race, the rest of
the team went for a run in the
park.
“We are a program, not
just a team,” said Porter. “We
all work together and everyone in the program is responsible for helping everyone get
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better in any way they can.
Sometimes it is encouraging a
teammate in a workout, sometimes it is working in packs
during a race, and sometimes
it is cheering your teammates
on during a race. Saturday was
a great example of the latter.”
The varsity will run at
sectionals tomorrow at Parkway Central at 10:30 a.m.,
hoping to qualify for the State
Championship in Jefferson
City.
“Rock Bridge and Jeff
City will be there (at Sectionals),” said Porter. “We’ve faced
Jeff City only at the Festival,
and we’ve faced Rock Bridge
twice. We’ve gotten them, but
they’re good teams, and we’re
not taking anything for granted going into this weekend.”

Jr. Bills devastated by loss to Red Devils; still
post impressive overall record; 21-4-1
(continued from page 6)

men still have hope of what
is to come next season with
younger players.
“I loved the seniors to
death this year and they’re
some of my best friends,” said
Vacca. “They were great leaders and I hope I can lead in
the same way next year.”
“There’s a lot of potential
for players next year and for
a lot of people it’s an unforeseen potential and that’s exciting because no one knows
what to expect,” said Mueller.
“No matter how many
returners you have or the skill
level of the team, dedication
and heart is what will give
you wins,” said senior captain
Pietro Nicastro.
One of the highlights
from the season, however,
came from Meissner as he led
the state in solo shutouts and
placed second in shutouts
played in.
“Alec has been the best
goalie in the state this year in
my opinion. He makes the big
saves all the time. He’s been
a beast for two years,” said
Schumacher. “He controls
the game and helps out the
defense by organizing us and
always talking to us. His stats
speak for themselves.”
Rudder led the team
in goals with 14 and senior
midfielder Peter Kickham led
the team in points with eight
goals and 12 assists.
“I came into the season
with a different mindset than
last year and really focused

on my finishing touch. The
rest of team was always behind me the whole year and
it gave me that confidence to
continue to score throughout
the year,” said Rudder. “I’m
glad to have led the team in
goals, but obviously this sport
is always a team effort and I
cannot stress enough the role
the rest of the team played in
helping me accomplish that.”
Despite losing in the district finals, this year’s team
ended with a 21-4-1 record,
one of their best records in
recent years, capping off a
season that will go down in
SLUH history.
“21-4-1 is a great record. Early in the year we
struggled to finish but only
a couple games in, we started
building up really well and
creating good goals, which
was just an amazing feeling,”
said LaVigne. “Obviously, we
wanted to go further and we
had much bigger goals, but it
was for sure not a bad season.
This is a brutal ending to a
well-played season.”
“I am an incredibly
proud coach of them, and
there’s no words to describe
how proud I am of them
and no words to describe
how they emotionally must
feel right now,” said Mueller.
“Any season has its ups and
its downs and our down just
happened at the wrong time.”
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Swimming MCC champs for
seventh straight year
(continued from page 6)

champions with ease. The meet
included personal bests and allowed the swimmers to show
how much they had developed
as a team.
“I think that a lot of the
new swimmers found a new
passion for swimming,” said
assistant coach Tony Ciaravino. “The team support seemed
overall like a very powerful
thing.”
On Monday, the Varsity
MCC Championship kicked
off with swimming prelims
and the diving championships,
where sophomore diver Max
Manalang joined his brother
Gabe as a state qualifier, bringing the total number of individual state qualifiers to 15,

perhaps the most individuals
SLUH has ever seen. Finals,
which took place on Wednesday, saw the Jr. Bills bring home
their seventh straight conference title, beating the second
place CBC by 186 points.
“We swam as if we were
little fishies getting chased
by the biggest predator in the
ocean; we swam as if our life
depended on our races, giving
it all until we were both mentally and physically exhausted,”
said sophomore Sean Santoni.
“We turned into big dolphins
and are ready to try to bring
home the state title next Saturday.”
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Junior class meeting
This past Monday, the
junior class met in the theater
to discuss their junior rings.
A representative from Jostens
spoke about the different ring
styles and how to order them.
The representative used a
slide show, accompanied with
the song “Who Are You” by
The Who, to show pictures
of the different styles. Juniors
with last names beginning
with A-L will order their rings
Monday during activity period and juniors with the last
names beginning with M-Z
will order their rings Tuesday
during activity period.
Blood Drive
The Blood Drive kicked
off this past week, led by sci-

ence teacher Tim O’Keefe and
the Medical Careers Club.
Throughout the school day
on Thursday, students headed down to the Danis Lobby,
where they sat down with
medical experts from Mercy
hospital, who collected the
blood. All blood donations
will go to patients at Mercy
hospital. While donating, students could kick back on recliners and watch The Office,
which was set up on a white
screen. They were also given
snacks and drinks to ease the
experience. By the end of the
day, O’Keefe reported that
about 75 people showed up to
donate, from whom 60 units
of blood were collected, beating both of last year’s totals.

Friday, October 27

Regular Schedule
Cookie
Sale
Daniel Gatewood, senior
Dominic Pancella, senior Sam 7:30AM Senior Pictures
Sophomore Class Mass
Pottinger, and junior Ethan AP
Snack—Texas Sweet Pretzel
Schmidt auditioned for the
District Honor Choir two Lunch Freshman Romeo and Juliet Field Trip
Special—Brunch for Lunch
weeks ago, and were all choVegetarian—Fish
sen. They will perform a con-

Senior Gavin Gassner at the
Blood Drive.

Orchestra
Numerous
orchestra
members and choir singers
were recently selected to perform in the All-District Orchestra and the 2017 District
Honor Choir. Sophomore

cert on Saturday, Nov. 11 with
other high school singers.
Violinists senior Alexander
Siampos, junior Patrick Garner, and sophomore Peter LaBarge, violist junior Andrew
Wilson, and cellists junior
Max Nuccio and sophomore
Alexader Unseth were named
to the All-District Orchestra.
Wilson was named 1st chair
violist, and Unseth was named
1st chair cellist.
—Compiled by Jack Schweizer, Paul Gillam, Riley
McEnery

Porter stresses unity on Becvar returns from
track team
maternity leave
(continued
			
from page 1)
onship in 2006.
Porter started coaching track as a sprints coach
during his service year in
the Alumni Service Corps
during the 2005-06 school
year, when current Assistant Principal for Mission
Jim Linhares was the head
coach. After Linhares retired as the head coach, Porter was in line to be the next
head coach.
“At that point Mr. Linhares was already Assistant
Principal,” said Porter. “But
also at that point with track,
I was the only guy willing
on the current staff and we
felt like we were going in the
right direction with the program.”
Even with these impressive achievements throughout his career, one of Porter’s main attributes that he
brings to the track program,
and which was noticed by
MSHSAA, was the emphasis
on brotherhood and comraderie.
“His programs very
much resemble a strong
sense of team,” said Muskopf. “He reaches a lot of
young men and does so in a
very positive and meaningful way. He’ll be the first to
tell you it’s not just him, but
it’s the tone that he sets, it’s
the goals, and it’s the ability
to get his student-athletes

to achieve those goals and
build that sense of team.”
“In my experience with
track, it is naturally more
of an individual sport,” said
senior thrower Sam Evans.”
However, seeing as we all
rely on each other to win
a meet or go for that state
championship, Coach Porter tries to bring us all together. For instance, every
practice we do stretching
and core together so that
we can all be together and
more cohesive of a unit. All
of it focuses on us creating
a more unified team, instead
of a bunch of individuals
doing their thing.”
With Porter being selected as a Coach of the Year
on the state level, he is automatically considered for
similar awards at the regional and national level. Those
results are anticipated to be
announced by the end of the
2017.
“It’s a very deserving
recognition for Coach Porter,” said Muskopf. “As Mr.
Maurer said it’s not just
about where your studentathletes finish in the meets
and over the course of the
season, and at state. It’s
about serving the sport and
relationships with other
coaches which are all things
that Coach Porter is respected for.”
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H

istory teacher Sarah
Becvar returned to the
classroom this past Monday
from maternity leave.
While she was away,
Becvar was raising her newborn son, Henry, who was
born on Aug 2.
“It was really nice to be
with him and kinda get to
know him, and I’m really glad
I was able to spend time with
him,” said Becvar.
In Becvar’s absence, three
substitute teachers took her
place for the quarter: Saint
Louis University political science major and graduate student Sean Ferguson taught her
AP American Politics class,
and social studies teachers
Tom Zinselmeyer and Kevin
Foy filled in for her freshman
Human Geography classes.
By the end of the quarter, most students were happy
with their substitutes, and enjoyed their classes.
“Mr. Zinselmeyer was a
very cool teacher. He pushes
you to do well in that class,
and he has high expectations
from everyone,” said freshman Cameron Perry. “Human
Geography was very different and unique, and he really
wanted us to be involved in
the classroom.”
“I liked Dr. Foy quite a bit
and he was a lot of fun. I liked
the way that he taught us and
I thought he did a really good

explain things to us. He did it
in a very in-depth way, which
helped us have a good understanding of what we were doing in the class.”
Human Geography is a
new class for both freshmen
and teachers that deals with
how human activity affects
or is influenced by the earth’s
surface. Becvar is new to Human Geography and has never
taught freshmen before, so she
feels nervous about her new
class, but is enthusiastic about
the quarter to come ahead.
“I haven’t taught freshmen in a long time, so I’m really excited to get to work with
freshmen again. So far I have
three sections and they seem
like some really great students
and fun people to be with,”
said Becvar. “Human Geography is really neat because
all the geography teachers are
teaching the same thing, so
I’m really excited for that collaboration.”
But even with the new
challenges that come with
human geography, Becvar is
happy to be back here to teach
freshmen a new class and
continue her AP Politics class
with her seniors.
“I am glad to be back,”
says Becvar. “It’s kind of weird
since it feels like August for
me but it feels like October for
everybody else, but it’s nice to
be back.”

“What are you for Halloween?”
Justin “Joe Watkins” Koesterer

Staff
Luke “Caitlyn Jenner”
Wilmes
Paul “Romeo” Gillam
Ben “Whatever my mom allows me to wear” Klevorn

Staff Photographer
Joe “Craig Hannick” Hillmeyer

Art Director
Joe “A Nun” Bytnar
Staff Artists
John “Not Handsome” Burke
Jackson “An iPad” Ducharme

Reporters
Liam “Lebron James” John

ACT
9:00AM V Cross Country Sectional Meet
12:00PM Freshman Retreat Leader Training
7:30PM Romeo and Juliet Performance

Sunday, Ocober 29

9:30AM Mother/Son Brunch
2:00PM Romeo and Juliet Performance
Regular Schedule
Monday, October 30
AP

Senior Project Meeting
Junior Ring Orders
Liturgical Musician practice
Snack—Mini Corn Dog			
Lunch Special—Steak and Cheese
Vegetarian—Fish
4:00PM High school band auditions
6:00PM Ignatian Family Teach-In meeting

Tuesday, October 31

Regular Schedule

Junior Ring Orders
Liturgical Musician Practice
Snack—Mini Tacos
job,” said freshman Parker Lunch Special—Chinese Special
Vegetarian—Penne Pasta
Stus. “I liked how he would

Credits

Core Staff
Stephen “Peja Stojakovic” J.
Ocampo
James “Mitchell Musso” Pollard
Matthew “Rabbi” Quinlan
Steven “Anything but Creepy”
Zak
Sam “Core Staff ” Ortmann

Saturday, October 28

Jack “Kim Jong Un“ Callahan
Ken “Patty Kane“ Viehland
Joe “Ms. Ehret” Feder
Handley “A City-Slicker”
Hicks
Sam “Mr. Ocampo” Tarter
Joe “Donald Trump” Lux
Tom “Sheldon Cooper” Sommers
Contributing Artists
Sean “Simba” Anderson
Moderator
Mr. Steve “Mr. Curdt” Missey

AP

Wednesday, November 1

Mass Schedule

All School Mass
Lunch Special—Bellacino Pizza
Vegetarian—Black Bean Burger

Thursday, November 2

Half Day Schedule

Parent Teacher Conferences
Lunch Special—Domino’s Pizza
Vegetarian—Grilled Cheese

Friday, November 3

Late Start Schedule
AP
Snack—Mozzarella Cheese Stick
Lunch Special—Chicken Rings
Vegetarian—Garden Burger
3:00PM Varsity Swimming Finals
Drive for the Homeless Load and Deliver
calendar | Liam John

SLUH tweet of the
week: SLUH Hockey

@SLUHHockey
Top Hat Tournament Champs! SLUH defeats
Oakville 6-0 to win the tournament for the 3rd
year straight!

